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I Statement of Thesis 

Planning city fora roauires a thorough synthesis of 

numerous interpolated factors, each individually contri¬ 

buting same part to the fabric of total environment. She 

process of interaction of people an they livo, work And 

play io best supported in an ordered environment. This 

order must respect individual as well as community neode; it 

must provide flexibility for growth and change; it must 

insure continuity with the past, find at tho same tiiao provide 

avenues for progress beyond the lifetime of ito planners 

and current citiaeno. There exist today conditions which 

deny ouch order in most cities, and this thesis eonoorns 

tv/o of those conditions: Hlgh-intonsity-uso urban centers, 

currently dying from population flight to the suburbs; and 

tho movement ays tens, which congest, confuse and discourage 

the life-producing interaction of people within these dense 

urban centers* 

Today the automobile is a symbol of individual end mass 

mobility. Its path system, which provides accessibility to 

all of the cities* parts, is becoming a major formative 

element in the total environment. 

It ie the intent of this thesis to use the path systems 

of movement as an instrument to provide a structure for 

environmental order within cities, while promoting an inte¬ 

gration of the life-giving activity of tho control urban 

areas in a continuous manner throughout the city fabric: 

on order for movement and an order for growth. 

By analysis of the nature of movement systems and tho 

scale unique to each system, end synthesis of proper rela¬ 

tionships of those systems relative to tho city thoy serve, 

it io possible to demonstrate tho validity of this thesis: 

fine mwm Mm -SCALE OF sorassss? srnss is A 

PRIMARY CQHSIDKRATXOH FOR GIVING ORDER TO NATURAL URBAN 

GROWTH. 
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A. Contemporary Problems - Disorder 

2o approach order, it is necessary to establish 

proper relationships between similar and diverse elements 

no they fit together in a total-scheme. It follows, 

logically, that disorder becomes obvious when improper 

relationships are allowed to exist, on where total 

organisation does not exist. 

It io not difficult to observe disorder in moot cities, 

and by an analysis of tho disorder, specific problems can 

be clearly identified and solutions to these problems can 

then be applied v/here the order is moot lacking. fhe faot 

that traffic congestion exists in moot citico io painfully 

obvious, but tho oeuee of this congestion may not bo auite 

as clear. Any street can be 3eon at times to contain 

greater~thon~capacity traffic, and at other times, it 

appears to bo adequate, or in fact, even deserted. In this 

respect thon, traffic congestion itself is seen to bo a 

"symptom" of on even greater problem, and an analysis of the 

movement of people within a city will bo given to dearly 

Identify the cause of congestion. 
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1* Cyclical l?luotuation of Density 

She desire for open space away from city centers, 

plus the advantage of the froe-movement vehicle, the 

automobile, has created in most cities a dissection: 

URBIA-3UBURHE A• The greater open aroao, economy <£ land, 

the "escape to naturo" - all play a part, and will continue 

to do so, it scorns, to spread city form over vast areas 

around the urban centers. Aaron Floisher speculates; 

"Most modern cities display a distribution of 
density of population that has a sharp maximum in 
one or several small areas devoted largely to 
business, and a diffuse minimum, pock-marked with 
commerce, where people live. I take this to 
represent a real conviction, not a convenient com¬ 
promise. In the main, people choso to conduct their 
business in an environment that offers the greatest 
number of i>oraonal encounters and to spread their 
family affairs ovor as much space as possible.*' 

The trend of outward movement continues today with no 

indication of reversing. John Friedman, concerned with this 

"new ecological unit of America*s post industrial society" 

which he identifies as the Urban Field, discusses the 

centrifugal forces in action. 

"The main pull..• Is tho increasing attractiveness 
of tho periphery to metropolitan populations. It 
has space, It has economy, it contains communities 
that remain from earlier periods of settlement end 
preserve a measure of historical interest. Demand 
for these resources will be generated by three main 
trends: increasing real income, increasing leisure, 
and increasing mobility."* 

■   ny..'— 
Aaron Fleisher, "Technology and Urban Form," Urban Land 

Use Planning. Harper and Brothers, Publishers, Dew York, 

^John Friedman, and John Killer, "The Urban Field," 
Journal of the American Institute of Planners. Hov. 1965, i>. 313* 
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23*0 suburban spread io a fact, a reality. The 

problems v/hioh result are indications of disorder, as 

mentioned before. And tho most obvious problem which can 

be seen, is the mass movement of people into the city center 

every morning, and the same mass movement .back to the suburbs 

every evening. This is identified, for tho purposes of this 

thesis, to be tho major causa of the "symptom” of congestion 

mentioned before, and demands attention if the desired total 

environmental order io to bo achieved (sketch, p. 5). 

The most obvious way of handling this massive fluctua¬ 
tion of density is to REDUCE THE 3EGS3SITT FOR MASS 

MOViJMBHT, If. this con bo achieved, and a more uniform 

movement of tho people throughout the day be the result, 

then tho real problems of congestion can be resolved* 

It can bo soon, then, that cities which approach total 

environmental order will have to fully recognize the 

interdependency of the city center and tho suburbs, and 

come to more meaningful grips with the widening gap 

between thorn. It will be necessary to reintegrate living 

into city centers, and conversely, disperse more of tho 

high-intonoity use areas throughout tho entiro city fabric* 

Hoither eon successfully operate independently of the other. 

Colling for a more oven distribution of density 

throughout the city-scope, Lewie iflumford redefines tho 

objectives of the total city: 

"Gone io primativo local monopoly through isolation; 
gone ie the metropolitan monopoly through seizure 
and exploitation. ...The ideal mission of tho oity io 
to further a process of cultural circulation and dif¬ 
fusion; and this will restore to many now oubordinato 
urban centers a variety of activities that wore once 
drained away for the exclusive benefit of the great 
city."-5 

^Lewis Mumford* The City in History* Harcourt, Brace* 
and World, Xno., Han Vorlc,' ml,'p."5'6y. 
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FLUCTUATING DENSITY 

PIV1 
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A moans for ordering the growth of city cent ora will he 

dealt with lator, integrated with movement systems; it ia 

sufficient horo to clearly identify tho primary source of 

major movement problems, and that is, again, tho daily 

"cyclical" fluctuation of density from suburbia to city 

centers* Effects of this condition can now bo analysed in 

detail* ,, •• •• 

2* Congestion, Conflict 

It io undeniable that traffic congestion is tho most 

obvious disorder found in most cities. To experience a 

five o*clock traffic jam io ono of tho moot torturous 

frustrations disposed upon people by a city, and this conges¬ 

tion in by no moans tho least of tho reasons for pormlation 

flight from city cantors. To ponder about whether tho mass 

movement of people in ana out of a city doily io a reaction 

to escape congestion or v/hothor tho congestion io a result 

of this mao3 movement is somewhat liko tho chickon-and-egg 

relationship* One tiling in becoming more obvious every day, 

hov/over, and that is tho fact that adding capacity to road 

oyoterns is not a final solution* Aaron Eleioher connectss 

“Congestion does not behave like a simple symptom of 
malfunction; otherwise, its reduction would bo largely 
a mattor of adding capacity, A new road is the stand- 
aid solution, but in fact it is often invalid because 
tho subsequent traffic becomoo oven more intones* To 
blamo the no-.v imbalcmoo on tho growth of the city or 
tho redistribution of traffic is a tacit admission that 
tho channels are not passive participants la determining 
how tho traffic will, bo shared. Therefore, congestion 
cannot be controlled by simple additions to the network 
of roads."f 

Road cystoma must realistically be designed for certain 

capacity including factors to accommodate “peak loads." 

However those peak loads become monctorouo and increasingly 

exoeed oven tho moat generous design provieiono. To further 

tho conflict, moot cities (with a few imaginative exceptions) 

^Ploishor, p* 250* 



combine automobile traffic, bus traffic, truck traffic and 

.pedestrian movement.all at a single plane and all sharing 

the same path systems* “Sidewalks0 in the city center are 

exactly what the word implies: Pedestrians must seek the 

sidelines for safety, whereas the functional relationships 

among adjacent buildings call for pedestrian flow as a 

primary means of promoting transactions* It becomes 

apparent that traffic segregation is a basic criteria for 

tho orderly movement of people. 

One other factor will be mentioned here sinoo it is 

a diroot cause of congestion and conflict, and that is tho 
,'otop-and-go“ system of vehicular movement, and its counter¬ 

part, opposed traffic* An ideal trip would bo one where an 

individual or group could begin their jouraoy and not have 

to stop until the destination wore reached, and whore no 

traffic opposed to their direction v/ero encountered. The 

expense and gymnastics involved with resolving traffic at 

intersections undor the otop-and-go traffic is at boot 

meager in its results, because the very approach of using 

the stop-and-go system is a denial of the basic nature of 

the automobile which, if allowed free movement, would per¬ 

form boot under a system allowing continuous movement. 

This factor will be explored lator since it involves the 

vory nature of movement systems performing properly in the 

total city fabric. 

3* Discontinuous Functions 

Ono of tho iirimary effects of tho moss fluctuation of 

density mentioned previously is the vastly inefficient use 

of land across the city every day. It makes no logical 

sense to have a suburbia vacated during the greatest part 

of the day and even less sense to have the valuable city 

center veoatGd and devoid of people during an equally 

large portion of tho 24-hour day (sketch p. 8)‘. Total ordor 

in a city denies the possibility of inefficient usage of 
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load, and provided oven distribution of functions into a 

continuous, integrated whole. Such was the motivating 

influence of John Friedman in his thesis of the Urban Field: 

n2he United States ia becoming a thoroughly urbanised 
society, porhapa the first ouch oociety in history. 
2ho corresponding view of the city ia no longer of a 
physical entity, but -of a pattern of point locations 
and connecting flows of people, infomation, money 
and commodities • The idea of an urban field is 
similarly based on the criterion of interdependency# 
It represents the fusion of metropolitan spaces and 
non-metropolitan peripheral spaces «u*> 

5 Friedman, p# 314 
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B# Linear Cities - A Solution 

Planners have long explored systems of order which 

solve the problems described earlier (among many others), 

and the concept of the linear city was one of those 

developed# A review of this development will be shown later, 

but here it is important to realise that city problems are 

not insurmountable, and that there is evidence of much effort 

being applied to eradicate disorder in existing oitios, as 

well as providing for ascertaining order in now city develop¬ 

ments* There are some who fool that the metropolis is doomed 

regardless of man’s efforts to correct the monoterous prob¬ 

lems involved, but there are others who feel that man can and 

will achieve order if it is his strong desire to do so* 

Edmund Bacon is among the latter group, and he states: 

“My hope is to dispel the idea, so widely and 
uncritically held, that cities are a lcind of grand 
accident, beyond the control of human will, and 
that they respond only to some immutable lav/* I 
contend that human will can' be exercised on our 
cities now, so that the form that they will take 
will be a true expression of the highest aspira¬ 
tions of our civilization. Given a clear vision 
of a design idea, the multiplicity of wills that 
constitutes pur contemporary democratic process 
can coalesce into positive, unified action on a 
scale large enough tofchange substantially the 
charo.ptor of a city#”0 

Mario Galvagni agrees with Bacon and expresses extreme 

vision in his speculations about the ability of man to form 

his environment: 

“Contemporary man does not yet have an architectural 
settlement where ho can live and work with harmony* 
Wo affirm the idea of a new dimension that can give 
that settlement to man* Every age has drawn its own 
perspectives. Today v/e have the continuous pers¬ 
pective which allows us to represent man in the now 

°Edmond Bacon, Design of Cities. The Viking Press, Inc* 
Hew York, 1967, p* 6* 
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dimension of continuous change, in this way dimen¬ 
sional architecture and ita7logical extension, tho 
continuous city, are bora."1 

Doxiodis, in his analytical study of tho settlements 

of man (Shinties) also calls for action on tho part of 

planners who avoid the very big city end devote total 

thinking toward now towns and cities remote from the 

problems engrained within the present metropolis* 

"We should not oscapo from reality. We should 
accept tho very big city as a concept because 
it io already a fact, and as long as we do not 
recognise it wo will not achiove anything,"0 

The.problems of urban growth, movement systems, distri¬ 

bution of functions, and many others, are some of the factors 

which stimulated development of linear city concepts, and 

it is here appropriate to investigate the potentialities 

of these concepts as applicable in establishing total 

urban order. 

1* Urban Growth 

"She first attempts to add facility for growth to tho 
traditional concepts of tom design led to proposals 
for linear towns, such os Ciudad linear of Soria and 
Doxiodis linear city, and to some extent Kook,"9 

Richard Llewelyn-Davis thus introduced Me own study 

of the linear city and how it offered possibilities for 

promoting growth and change. He goes ons 

"She effect of continually rising family income 
alone is enough to make radical changes necosoary every 
few years in the provision and location of many sor- 

   
'Mario Galvagni, "The Continuous City," Arts and Archi¬ 

tecture, Ino*f Los Angelos, Calif., Vol* o3, Ho. 11, Dec.# 
1966, p. 13. 

^Jonstantinos Doxiodis, Between Distonia and Utopia# 
Tho Trinity College Press, Hartford, Connecticut, Juno, 1966, 
P- 57. 

%i chard Llewelyn Davis, "Town. Design," Tho Town Planning 
Review, Liverpool University Press, Vol. 37,iloV '3', Oct., 19b6, 
pV 166. 
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vices. Patterns of life# work and leisure are in 
continuous change* and nowadays those changes arc 
swift. Thus it io a rancor aim in urban design to facili¬ 
tate the freeing of space for the growth of the central 
area functions. •• .Design should endeavor to equalize 
the attractions and opportunities of sites, so far as 
possible, over the town; the communications networks 
should aim. at giving as uniform a coverage and capacity 
as possible over the whole town. -The network should 
also be such as to permit its expansion, if tho town grows, 
in such a way as to make tlie now area form on integral 
part of the whole. Land use should not be too concen¬ 
trated - a measure of diffusion gives greater freedom. 
The links connecting tho town with other cities become 
important, formative elemonts in the plan. The new 
town may be seen os a knot or node in the regional 
communication net, rather than a satellite connected 
by a single gravitational pull to the metropolitan 
center. M'LO 

It becomes pure logic to see how an urban development 

along a linear system of growth provides a moro dispersed 

arrangement of activities, and this provides for a moro even 

movement of people, as opposed to the moss movements toward 

a centralized core, os in most cities, where tho common 

destination io a concentrically.situated entity. 

2, Linear Movement Systems 

The role of tho street as a very active element within 

the city*a environment is undeniable. Stroeta are not seen 

as introverted means of access to and from destinations. 

Rather, they are soon as vital means of communication, 

charged with areas of high activity. In fact tho movement 

of people along streets has caused an irreversible magnetic 

pull, attracting oil known activities which depend for sus- 

tainanco upon spontaneous interaction of people (witness 

any city thoroughfare). The automobile is by no means the 

cause of tills, as Edmund Bacon recalls in his description 

^I/lewelyn-bavis, p. 163* 
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of the Panathenoic Procession in Athens: 

"Prom the first beginning in archaic days, the 
Pamthemic Procession and the sensations of those 
taking part in it gave the central theme to the 
development of Athens* Prom that time on, much of 
thG architectural effort was directed toward pro¬ 
viding punctuation points in the experience of ite 
movement, toward adding a note to the rhythm set by 
previous generations.•«.With these basic points est¬ 
ablished - the simplicity of tho single movement 
system through the city, the understanding of the 
value of memory and the rooponse to fora - wo can 
now view the Panathenaic Procession not merely so a 
speotable, but as a central organising force in the 
architecture and planning of Athens..,,(it) was far 
more than a city street; it was part of a system of 
regional movement which linked some of tho most 
sacred' places - it served both as tho sacred way and 
tho main etreot of Athens. It was the central spine 
along which occurred tho principal mercantile, 
industrial and political activities which made up 
the life of tho city."11 

The automobile has not changed this attraction of 

activities to be along movement paths, but today it hao had 

a tremendous effect upon environmental scale. Passengers in 

the automobile are now passing aotivitios along a street at 

speeds that vary from 15 mph to 70 aph. She mere fact ‘that 

an activity is directly adjaoont to a movement path no lunger 

supports' the notion that people will stop. * The Athenian 

was walking, end the activities along the Panathenaio Pro- 

oeoeion responded completely to that scale of movement. 

Vehicular movement must begin to stimulate fresh approaches - 

now scales - to the concepts of what is planned to happen 

along today1s streets, thoroughfares, and highways. Much 

congestion today is produced purely because the functional 

relationships of buildings to the street have not made any 

major transitions from the scale of passenger acooss to the 

scale of. automobile access. This ospoot of planning will 

be doalt with later. (Sketch p. 14) 

“Bacon, p. 58. 
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Returning to tho current problem in moot citico of 

uneven density diotribution x>reviously mentioned, and looking 

to linear movomont syotemo for possible alternative oolutiono, 

it is helpful to review hero reflections made by Toma 10, and 

more specificallythe Smithsons, concerning communication 

networks s 

"By increasing or decreasing the posoibilitiep of 
communication, the potential intensity of uac can bo 
manipulated# She increaoo of density of the traffic 
net in a given area will induce an increase of use 
intensity of that area. The road not is, therefore, 
a tool to produce a change to the pattern - to break 
down tho 'density pyramid* into a looser cluster of 
'density high points* (points of maximum intensity 
of use) with areas of lower residential density be¬ 
tween, each area being more specific to its use than 
those allowed by present density 'blanketo'."12 

An example of tho Smithsons planning proposal will be 

reviewed later, end the points above made oloaror through 

graphics# In essence, the movement system is seen to both 

manipulate as well ao respond to planned functional 

activities# 

Briefly, it hao boon shown that fluctuating density, 

seen clearly in the mass movements of peoplo into the city 

center and out again on a daily basis, is the major problem 

which produces tho obvious disorder in most cities: con¬ 

gestion which grows beyond manageable proportions? conflict 

of multi-use, multi-vehicle, multi-speed, all occurring at 

a single piano and along tho somo paths? and the inefficiency 

of land usage and discontinuous functions which rob vitality 

from both tho suburbs and city centers. Ehe concept of the 

Linear City has been more highly developed recently and 

has produced oyotoras of order for cities which, upon analysis, 

begin to come to meaningful grips with mass movement relative 

to functional areas within the city os a whole# Keeping the 

10 
♦ i Lon 

men** Architec- 
oiv ranricsxi, 
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previously mentioned problems in mind, an analysis of the 

historical development of linear cities and their related 

conoopts will now ho given to provide continuity in an 

approach to total environmental order. 
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C. Historical Review 

It con bo shown that the development of tlio concepts 

involved in linear city designs can provide clear directions 

leading to city order, whether applied to renewal of existing 

cities, or applied to new city developments, or on a broador 

piano, applied to regional networks of urban settlement. 

With this in mind, specifio linear city designs will 

bo presented and briefly analyzed in an effort to establish 

clear relationships which can be synthesized into the 

ordering process. 
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1. Amonhotop IV 

v/hon Amonhotop IV coma -to the throne in 1375 B.C,, he 
loft the old capital at ©lobes* and founded a now city near 

tho present Tell-el-Amarna on the Hilo, halfway between 

Thebes and Cairo, The whole city was never more than a 

quarter of a milo v;ide, and followed the Hile for over five 

miloo. The intent, basically, was to eventually join Thebes 

and Cairo, wliile providing a moons for complete agricultural 

&evGioim»ont along tho Kile* Tho Pharaoh was succeeded by 

Ills son-in-law, Tutankhamen, who immediately moved the 

capital back to Thebes, 

This example merely Illustrates on early attempt at 

linear planning motivated by the desire to provide communi¬ 

cation link between two major cities, while developing tho 

contemporary industry, agriculture, as an activity along tho 

bolt to support and sustain life (steotoh p. 19) 

   — 

-’Harold Maclean Lewis, Planning tho Modern City, 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc,, Kew "foidc, i"o,r 
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2* Soria. Y Kata 

”A Spanish writer, Soria Y Kata, advocated ’la 
oludad linear* in 1882 A.3., and a city on such a 
plan was "built noar Madrid about that tine, but has 
not been a success."*1'^ 

Soria Y Kata abandoned the concentric fora of the 

crowded city and aought to expand tho city along the lino 

of coramunication - tho highway* Stretching along tho rood 

way, housing and industry bordered a continuouo artery 

linking the existing citioo (sketch p. 21)# 

UT Xewio, p. 123 
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3* Tony Cornier 

In 19179 Gamier preoontod hie ideas for La Cite 
Induatrialle which contained some unique relationships 

worked out in great detail. Elo Induetrial City was 

linear in its approach to the residential section, and 

ho provided a grcenbolt buffer zone separating the civic 

center and residential sootion from the Industrial section. 

Here also is soon segregated movement systems supporting 

the zoned areas: highways and access to the residential 

and civic areas being different from the railroad, port 

and river which supported heavy industry. Though this 

plan ia not the first to consider separate zoning, there is 

a clear attempt to establish order - all elements placed 

in proper relationship with one another - in a total scheme 

for the city. The automobile system undeniably has been 

U3cd as a major factor in this order (sketch p* 23),***£> 

,D. 
.Artlmr B. Galllon, end 

Van Uostrand Company, Inc., 
Simon Eisner, 2ho Urban Pattern. 
Hew York, 196ftV p* 
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4* I*o Corbusier 

Corbu proi>oaed in 1922 MB City of Tomorrow for 

39000,000 people. The hub of iho plan is the transportation 

center for motor and rail lines, the roof of which is the 

airfield, Corbu showed concern for Delegating traffic and 

elevated tho main access highways, following hie “free- 

ground" philosophy which lied not yet culminated in the 

lifting-up of his towers. As for tho basically grid layout, 

there is also an awareness of "desire linos" which tend 

often to 'want to go diagonally across the grid, and there 

is a full integration of this idea developed throughout the 

plan, !£ajor activities are located at tho intersection of 

tho diagonals, and this major order allows tho inorimental 

growth of his eight-story apartment blocks to continue 

parallel to the central axis of the city. It is obvious 

that the opeocl and number of automobiles would have event¬ 

ually increased beyond the capacity of the roads ao initially 

designed. It would not be difficult to visualise tho chaos 

at an intersection handling eight directions of two-way 

movement today, all handled at tho seme grade. Even so, 

Corbu* s vision of planning for tho automobile in 1922 was 

highly visionary (sketch 26)**^ 

Corbu inspired Aocoral in 1945 in the design of the 

Linear Industrial City, In which tho principal forma of 

circulation - water, rail, six* end highway - became the 

arteries along which self-contained industrial cities are 

distributed (sketch p. 27). Groonbelt open apace here is 

used to buffer between industry and residents divided by the 

intor-city highway. Traffic segregation was organised to 

support independently the through traffic, the industrial 
traffic and local traffic. Though each city was self- 

contained as far os essential living and working, there 

^Gullion, p. 360. 



vftia still a dependence upon the major cities for higher 

intensity business, culture, etc. Thore is no apparent 

thought given to activities adjacent to tho highways, and 

aa tho Smithsons have pointed out, thio, plus the extreme 

segregation of divers© functions, are areas v/liich Imv© not 

her© been thoroughly exploited.*^ 

^GSoajp. 365. 
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5. wilyutin 

la hia 1930 linear design for Stalingrad (sketch P* 29)» 

tfilyutin followed conoopta already developed, but called for 

a closer relationship boiwoen residential areas and indus¬ 

trial cites. Stalingrad espressos also tho idea of func¬ 

tional aroao relating directly to communication routes, 

growing parallel to the direction of ciovostmt.^*® 

^GaHlon, p. 368. 
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6m 3* 

Believing that the destruction by war offered on 

opportunity for a radical re-forzaation of .London, a 

number of British architects, identified as the 

group, suggested a general plan for apace reorganization 

(skotch p. 31)• Consisting of a oorioa of residential 

units connected by mass transportation to the industrial, 

coancrcial and t r; my port at ion spins along tho thanes Hiver, 

tho plan provides for broad greonbolto separating all ele¬ 

ments of the city. A rail bolt lino encircles tho city for 

distribution to subcentore and local industries*2-9 

fills plan offers one of the first proposals for using 

tho high-intenoity use areas as a central spine which grows 

linearly and feeds outward to form less dense residential 

arca3 * Automobile movement is not expressed as prominently 

as in reality it would be, but the basic order line potential 

which will be exploited further by other planners. Note 

here also that tho high-intensity use areas arc defined 

by tho movement system rather than divided by it. 

“15 Gallion, p* 367 
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7. Sort 

Jose Sort’s plan for a city (sketch p. 33) in a develop¬ 

ment of those ideas seen in the MARS proposal,•again defining 
'the control areas of high-intensity use by the transportation 

not, end further, defining rather than dividing tho residen¬ 

tial townships as well. Indian try is segregated from tho resi¬ 

dential areas and commercial centers but grows along parallel 

to the development of tho townships, or viso-vorsa. Iho main 

highway by-passes the spine and separates the industry from 

the towns with a greeribolt. 

3ert*s plan begins to reflect even more the pedestrian 

zones which lie between two parallel elements of the movement 

system; again, areas of interaction defined by the order 

rather than divided by it. l\are will bo seen of this concept 
later.^ 

allion, p. 369. 
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8* Seam 10 

In the proposal for a Berlin development, the Seem 10 

plan (sketch p. 35), ia on oppression of a full integration of 

concepts developed by tho group, only a few of which will bo 

analysed hero# 

She first is tho concei>t of a completely raised pedes¬ 

trian concourse which completely interlaces the buildings, 

assuring uninterrupted pedestrian movement throughout tho 

network, This is a clear expression of tho Team 10 desire 

to maximize the potential interaction of people, A second 

major concept expressed is the brook with the traditional 

concentric plan and the grid plan, soon as an organic growth 

of order responding to needs flexibly rather than tho 

functional needs having to adjust to a tight system.2^ 

As mentioned boforo, this has been a very brief view of 

the plan, and does not do justice ta the extremely involved 

proposal by Team 10f but those simple points mode hore aro 

sufficient to support tho development of this thesis. 

“2TT 
^-ht Smithsons, p. 575. 
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9* London Country Council 

Tho plan for a London now town, Hook, by tho LOG, en¬ 

compass QB further development of tho concepts coon in the 

MASS proposal and also in Sort’s plan. (Sketch p, 37.) Be- 

oause of tho detail v/hich tho plan was developed, moro of tho 

problems are solved v/ith rospoot to tho Integration of fUnc- 
pO 

tions, vehicular movement end pedestrian access. 

Hero is soon a complete recognition of on order based 

upon pedestrian movement a© a primary factor. Tho width 

of tho city is scaled to the pedestrian, and vehicular paths 

are soon to define this movement and compliment it through¬ 

out tho city. Sketch 37 compared to Skotoh 38 illustrates 

this point f also indicating by these communication nets tho 

obvious difference in scale of tho two integrated orders* 

It is also obvious by these sketches that tho high intensity 

use areas are designed for optimum interaction of people 

and not automobiles. 

    

Paul Ritter, Planning for Kan and Motor. The Mac¬ 
millan Company, Kew ¥ork, 1964, P. 121* 
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10* Kahn 

Louis Kahn's project for redeveloping tho dovmtown 

area of Philadelphia encompasses for mo the most profound 

synthesis of movement as an ordering element in the city 

environment. It is one thing to think and produce along 

utopian dream-waya, hut it becomes another thing altogether 

to take brick-and-mortor reality and integrate visionary 

concepts into a total order* Kahn does not break continuity 

with established orders existing in Philadelphia# but rather 

builds upon tho strong points of tho movement systems already 

there; and he accepts the automobilo as being equally as im¬ 

portant in its treatment as he does the pedestrian. His order 

of vehicular movement hierarchy’ reflects his own ability to 

order conceptually and realistically* 

"The rivers should frame tho area to be served - 
center city. Rivera, in turn# have harbors* Prom 
these harbors canals branch out that serve tho in¬ 
terior • Prom the canals branch out cul-de-sac 
docks. Thov_cerve an entrance hallo to the 
buildings #,,23 

These concepts arc well organised in tho Philadelphia 

Plan (sketch p. 40). We have seen some of this order by 

WARS, Sort# and in Hook# but until now the order has not 

been so obviously clear nor thorough in its expression as wo 

see in Kahn* a plan. 

It has boon shown through this brief historical review 

that certain concepts have continued to develop through oaoh 

example, and in summary# these planning policies can bo 

stated with certainty: 

1. The linear cyst cm provides great avenues for growth, 

both in now town planning and within existing city 

grid systems. 

2. Segregation of traffic is a prerequisite for estab¬ 

lishing order, and each path system 13 most effioiont 

JLouio Kalin, ''The living City,” Arohiteotural Forum. 
Time# Inc., Now York, Vol. 108, Ho. 3/IfaroH’r't^Vp7 117. 
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whon designed to handle specific typos of movement, 

(automobiles, buses, podeatriano, otc*), 

3* High intensity uoo areas aro relative to movement 

intensity, «ith pedestrian movement as primary, 

4, Movement of veliieloo should frame tho areas served, 

end not divide them, 

5, Total order is achieved by establishing proper 

relationships through the entire network of movement. 

Using these observations oo a basis, analysis of linear 

movement systems v/ill be made (keeping in mind tho problems 

of existing citica) to establish clear directions for 

establishing a total system of order. 



II Analysis 

A. Elements and Relationships 

Beginning in the simplest possible way and using; tho 

simplest possible olomontD, it is logio&l that tho clearest 

analysis can be made. Geometric order seen in all planning 

have their derivation from essentially two elements: tho 

POIRT and the LIRE. Shin can bo;.seen in any variation of 

concentric plans, cluster i/iane, grid plans, linear piano, 

and ovoa fro e-form or organic plane, whon tho pure essential 

ordering element is carefully determined; it io, of course, 

most obvious v/hon the order is clear. 

Basis for further analysis at this point is greatly 

assisted by tho definitions of Christian Borborg-Shulz, who 

summarises s 

,uThe geometrical relations are conveniently classified 
as organisation relative io a noint, relative to a 
linoa and relative to a coordinate system** 

*0rganisation relative to a point io usually called 
centralization** 

•Organization relative to a lino is usually oalled 
sociality* A lino with a determined shape ordoro tho 
elements in succession and gives tho order direction. • 

•Parallel lines imply tho reiJOtition of equal angles.* 

•A geometrical order is only poooible through the 
repetition of angles' which form a system, ouch as 15, 
30, 45, 60 and 90 degrees. Determined angles may also 
imply an accentuation of tho horizontal-vertical 
directions, on elementary schema, which is in jharaony 
with most functions and natural conditions.* 

‘through a systematic use of parallel lines we arrive 
at the moot comprehensive system of relations, the 
coordinate system. A developed coordinate system 
repeats (lotenained directions and dimensions. • *»24 

Schulz’s definitions will be used throughout the re¬ 

maining analysis and synthesis, for reasons of clarity. 

^Christian ITorberg-Sohulz, Intentions in Architecture. 
Tho S.I.S. Press, Cambridge, Massabhueetts,' l96r$, p."T4iV ^-44. 
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Considering the lino, the point, and distance (sketch 

p* 44) it onn he seen that more olemonts con be more closely 

related to a lino than to a point* This is a principle which 

is reflected by the natural dooiro of business developments to 

be as close as possible to major thoroughfares* It happens 

naturally, but lacking order, only tendo to add to congestion, 

as mentioned before, Tho same principle is also soon in the 
growth pattern of a central business area ae the natural form 

takes a radial configuration. She mognotic pull of tho center 

increases, and then the attraction is to tho radials (sketch 

p. 45)* 
hooking back to the Historical Review, this sumo prin¬ 

ciple was seen as a primary motivation toward the Linear 

Planning concept, particularly when walking* distance was a 

mail or criteria. 

3.* Line, Axis, Direction 

In movement a desire line follows the shortest distance 

between tho point of departure sad tho point of destination 

and geometry proves this to be a straight line (sketch p. 46)# 

Visualising tho multitude of individuals and their desire 

lines of movement across the city, it is impossible to esta¬ 

blish movement order by ychuls*s definition* Streets can. 

order, movement only through tho changing of desiro linos to 

tho notion of common direction. Kovoaont in a common direc¬ 

tion is, then, tho nature of streets, and Kahn's analogy con 

bo mado here to Rivero, Harbors and Canals* 

1‘aking high-intensity use areas and major thoroughfares 

as two simple elements (sketch p* 47), further analysis can 

bo made about how tho order of movement has been applied in 

the Historical Review. 

Development was soon from the beginning to progress 

from tho use of major communication lines to separate or 

divide major areas, to tho latter proposals where they define 
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or "frame" the area served (Kahn)# This, again grow from 

the desire to provide maximum accessibility and interaction 

for the podootrian (sketch p, 49)* 

2* Order* Growth 

Recalling 3chuls*s definition of geometrical order GO 

being possible only through the repetition of angles which 

form a system, end that through a systematic use of parallel 

lines, the moot comprehensive cystem of relations can be 

reached* Shis recognises the existing grid system in moot 

cities as a high geometric order, and from the previous 

section, the parallel "framing" by major movement also 

qualifies as a geometric order so long as the linos between 

the major elements maintain a system of repeated angles# 

Corbu#o City of Tomorrow (sketch p* 26), ehov/o the major 

parallel linos being tied together by a system combining 

45 and 90 degrees. 

Geometrical orders relative to a lino have three or 

more directions for growths at the open onde of the parallel 

lines ordering the major direction} additive elements parallel 

to tho major lines} and extensions of the minor cross roads 

out from tho major elements (sketch p. 50)# 
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B. Movement Systomo 

She order which will totally organise tho city 

environment through movement systems cannot bo geometrical 

alone. Consideration must be mode of the order of tho 

pedestrian, tho order of the automobile, of the hue, of the 

train, and so on. Each of these has a totally different 

order from tho others, end in attempting to weave together 

those differences no that they compliment rather than 

conflict, each must bo analysed for its own nature. 

1* 2*roe Systems 

21io man walking, tho auto, tho bus, the truck - each 

moves frooly within a notv/ork and cen respond to choice, oinoe 

tlioi'c is no bound relationship made with the earth. Air and 

water vehicles similarly arc froe in their movement, but 

their nature is not directly related to the contort of this 

thesis. Pedestrian movement is tho smallest in scale, and 

ie the most flexible. As tho scale of movement increases, 

tho next moot flexible system is the private vehicle - the 

automobile. It alone, of all other systems, has tho door-to- 

door capability of the pedestrian, but has almost unlimited 

distance capability. It is man*.a extension of himself into 

an entirely different scale while being able to maintain the 

faculties of individuality. 2ho system which orders auto¬ 

mobile movement is moday tho primary system, since it en¬ 

compasses tho city ocule beyond tho pedestrian, an* at the 

same time offers the groaioot variety of choieo to that same 

podootrian. She automobile is the closest, in this reap cot, 

to the nature of man himself, who has tho right to free, 

individual movement. She order of streets then becomes 

primary, since it still maintains tho nature of tho individual 

at a city scale. 
fracko and buses can use the same path as the automobile 

if all conflict io eliminated. Buses provide a system loos 
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flexible than the automobile, and servo the masses rather 

than the individual. In tills respect its order must compli¬ 

ment the pedestrian end vehicular orders, end not duplicate 

them. The nature of a bus is go-stop-go—and this is the 

conflict spoken of v/hioh cannot bo allowed to penetrate the 

automobile system which of its nature demands continuous 

movement. 

It in not difficult now to visualise that congestion is, 

in reality, conflicting relationships between the natures of 

movement systems. Traffic segregation thon is a primary 

consideration of relieving this congestion. 

2. Guided Systems 

Trains, monorails, subways - those means of movement are 

common with the air and water vehicles in that they are an 

extension in scale from the realm of tho bus, all of which 

deal with mass-movement rather than individual movement. 

Rail systems are of their nature guided, sad choice can be 

made only as to direction which follow© the rails. (Bus 

routes con bo flexibly changed since there ere no guiding 

rails to be followed.) Rail movement io also go-otop-go, 

but at a scale measurable in miles rather then blocks, end 
this again io an extension of scale in tho realm of mass 
movement. 

Thus it can be seen that movement systems order them¬ 

selves relative to the scale involved: individual move¬ 

ment progresses from the scale of blocks to the scale of 

miles, even to global scale across water and through the 

air. 
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C« Primary Considerations 

By the previous geometrical analysis and further study 

into the differ writ natures of movement systems, it is now 

possible to consider those aspects of the City which will 

begin to organise each separate principle into a total 

order. From the words of Kevin Lynch comes a motivation 

to tliic ends 

”2210 paths, the network of habitual or potential 
linos of movement through tho urban complex, arc 
the most potent means by which tho Y/holo can bo ordered. 
Tho hey lines should have some singular quality which 
marks them off from tho surrounding channels: a con¬ 
centration of special use along their margins, a char¬ 
acteristic spatial quality, a special texture of floor 
or facade, etc. Shooe characteristics ohould bo ao 
applied aa to give continuity to tho pnih.,,<£-> 

1, Centralisation vs. Highways 

As was ahov/n, the magnetic pullof the center of cities 

gradually decreases us distance away from tho center increases, 

and then the attraction is to tho radials. Because these 

radinlo continue to be vitalised by the movement of people 

along them, their magnetic pull is not foresecubly going 

to diminish, However, tho seme thing cannot be said for tho 

city center unless it becomes interlaced with movement 

similar to the radials, and unless tho center and radials 

become bonded into the name continuous process of supporting 

tho interaction of pooi>lo. Continuity of purpose must be 

the common bond in thin endeavor, and if dis-continuity is 

allowed, the name death and decay of life of tho city will 

bocome prevalent as can be seen now in most cities. 

2* Traffic Segregation Systemo 

If each movement system in to function boot according 

to ito own nature and its own ocalo, nystems must be derived 

^Kevin Lynch, Tho of tho City. The Technology 
Prone and Harvard Preea, unmbri'dgcV liassaahuaattc, I960, p. 95* 
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which allow thooo diotinotiona to become prevalent through¬ 
out the total order* Traffic can be segregated horisontally 

Og 
or vertically or by period© of time* 

Whatever system lo used for traffic segregation oust be 
based upon principles which can bo followed throughout the 
network of movement. The most logical way of segregating 
vertically is to place the lightest traffic above any which 
is heavier. This principle would put pedestrians ovor light 
traffic, and botJi over heavy traffic. 

Automobile traffic, considering both nafoty and order, 
should never be allowed to raovo in opposed directions along 
the same path. 'Elimination of hazards end reduction of 
turning gymnastics would easily justify e. comploto ono-wuy 
system. This point will bo shown visually in the thesis 
demonstration. 

3. Continuous Plow 

Stop-end-go traffic, ns mentioned before, is completely 
against the nature of tho automobile. The frustrations of 
having to stop regardloes of choice io perplexing to tho 
driver, besides the fact that it culls for continuous 
ulortnoss end reflex-actions - both of which, if eliminated, 
would improve the process of driving beyond description* 

• This io by no means a new consideration, as con be soon 
from tho traffic research performed in 1930 by Frits ?<«aloher: 

“The application of the steady flow system to modem 
developments, with, of cOUTGO, strict separation of 
vehicular and pedestrian traffic, will increase the 
economic value of this system to at least 250/<> as 
compared with 10Q/S base effectiveness of the btop- 
end-go system. This means that an uninterrupted traffic 
lane under the steady flow system will' have' a tasflfc 
'of^ectivpnoss two'-'cn^-a-Kajl' Y^ido^a^ jyrGut aa a 
slmTlar lano luidor the atoTj-end—>~o oyatcaT."1 fcurthor* 
a through-street, ’for"instance, which is laid out for 
four uninterrupted.traffic lanes„will bo able to t«ko 
care of tho some of roc trveness or traffic ao a ton-lane 

^Ritter, p* 34. 
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artery under present conditions. In other words, the 
cost of highways laid out in accordance with the steady 
tTovv" system ojaouirfco to' tvvo'-i'i'f'tKa of' 'the' cost' of 
s^o-and-go highways* 

Reaffirming the statement previously mado on safety, 

rSalcher states: 

"The inporiouc demand for ‘safety first* compels uo to 
separate strictly the streams of traffic flowing in. 
opposite direction, 'ihla means safety for the driver, 
who will not run the rdsk of encountering traffic in 
the opposite, direction; and safety for the pedestrian, 
since” having to cross only oue—v/ay traffic reducoo his 
riolc by half. Therefore the use of unsep&ratod road- 
v;ayc by traffic in both directions must be categori¬ 
cally eliminated ,Ut-v 

Continuous segregated movement then becomes a primary 

consideration for reaching an order for vehicular movement • 

4. Integration and Order 

One last factor to bo considered here is that each 

individually ordered system of movement must be made to 

compliment tho other in its unique way, and that organisa¬ 

tion of these systems must bo integrated into a continuous 

total order. The fact that this is an important considera¬ 

tion stoma both from tho fact that it cannot function 

properly unless ordered so, and secondly, by being unified 

in such a manner it can be oonprchondiblo as a visual, 

environmental order an well, K.svin Lynch reiterates this 

points 

oh its landmarks 
Instead of loo1 

'^ ^Frita :-Talchnr, Tho Steadyflow Traffic t System, Harvard 
University rreoa, Oambridgo, feassJichuooi, y. 45. 

^®;.iaichor, p. 4. 



in tho city*o ammonsity. Since cozenunioation and 
mooting aro the fundamental functions of the modem 
city, it is appropriate that their physical facilities 
provide the boot moans of underetendiris it* I would 
give each path an idontifiablo character and male© tho 
network memorable as a system of clear and coherent 
sequences *”29 

2^I.ynch, p. 215 #- 



Ill Synthesis 

Euch movement system has be on analyzed, and principleo 

based upon unique natures of each system have boon ascertained 

The process of establishing total order now calls for syn¬ 

thesis of each element into proper relationship within a total 

scheme. 

Continuous Parallel-flow Movement 

Transition of scale from man walking progresses to the 

scale of free-automobilo movement - and this latter scale 

relates equally to the continuous city scale, The scale of 

mass movement progresses from tho bus at the block ocalo to 

the rail system extending tho intracity 3celo to tho intercity 

and regional scale. 

Automobile movement is continuous and demands segrega¬ 

tion of directional and croon traffic of any other mode. 

Intensity of auto movement varies and relates .dirootly to 

intensity of erea-use. Tho geometrical order reflects on 

integration of all systems of movement into a continuous 

total. 

B. Total Systems Urban Growth 

Development of tho Linear City concept has directed 

major movement, within a geometric order, as a frame for 
the areas corvou, allowing both tho movement and areas to 

grow linearly as an ordered system of continuous oity life, 

fills system attracts activity and must be planned so as to 

promote interdependency with ostabliohod urban centers. 

Tho total oi'dcr established allows propor function of 

all parte, as well as giving a perceptible visual order to 

tho city environment. Oontiruity with i>ast orders must bo 

accommodated where valid, and flexible variations within' 

tho order roust bo possible to encompass future city needs. 

Kevin Lynch speculates into tho future as a continuations 
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u There is a way of organizing a path or sot of paths, 
which will become of increasing importance in a world 
of great distances and high speeds. It might bo 
cfilled ’melodic* in analogy to rraoic. The ovonto nnd 
churnctoriotics along the path - landmarks, space 
changer.* dyu&aio sensations *- might be organised as a 
melodic line, perceived and imaged as a form which is 
‘experiencedover a substantial time interval, iiinco 
the image would bo of a total melody rathor than a 
Dorioo of separate parts, that imago would presumably 
bo more inclusive, and yet, loss demanding. Tho form 
night bo tho classical rUitrodiiotion-dcvolopment-climas:- 
conelusion sequenoo, or it might taka more subtle 
shapes, such us thoso which avoid final conciiioiono." *>u 

C. Application 

Analysis and synthesis complete, application can now 
ho clear, through the preparation process it was necessary 
to use cold logic in establishing meaningful principles. 
Thox*c was brief mention made of man’ s JJO reeption, but this 
took the background to analysis of tho detailed nature of 
machines as servants of man. Application of this thesis 
will encompass more the nature of nan - human nature. It 
will attempt to follow tho inspiration of Corbui 

"The Architect by hia arrangement of forms realises 
tm order which is a pure creation of his spirit. By 
foima ho affects our sense to on acute degree end 
provokes plastic emotions; by the relationships which 
he cror tos, ho aliens profound ochoca in us; he gives 
tho zaca-rar© of an order which we feel to be in accord- 
once with that of our world; he dot onlines the various 
movements of our heart end of cur underot*mdinr;; it is 
then that v/e experience the sense of beauty.u3X 

The nature end cealo of movement systems is a primary 
conoideration for giving order to natural urban growth. 

^Lynoh, p. 99* 
^1© Corbusier, towards a flow Architecture. Tho 

Architectural Press, ronoTon,"'"''Snglaad, 192b, p. 7« 



IV Demonstration 

A* 1-i‘ogivaa for Continuity 

Geometrical oi*u©r approadied in most cities1 movement 

systems is that of the 90° gx*id« The relutionahiv) of 

architectui*ul form to this geometry is obvious ana to a 

dogres classical, This observation suggests that a more 

successful application of a system of movement will fully 

respect the 90° geometry as a strong moans of maintaining 

continuity throughout the total order achieved. 

3. ' Direction for Total Order 

TUB IiATUHE A2J3 GCALS 01?’ ilGV^MIS GYOTIKID IS A 

COiiOIi^ibVHOH POH GIVING OilDGR TO KATUibVL UiiBAi; GiiOV/TH 

0. UiOBio Application: 

A prototype city ordered by tho nature and scale of 

movement. 
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